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Abstract
At the end of 2009 the review of a number of available Web services implementing linguistic processing chains (CLARIN deliverable
D5R-3a, 2009) was prepared as part of Common Language Resources and Technology Infrastructure (CLARIN) Working Group 5.6
(LRT integration) activities. Basing on the showcases contributed by WG members, the summary of features of both chained and
individual Web Services was compiled, preparing the ground for comparisons between selected linguistic properties of registered frame-
works. The article aims at presenting preliminary generalizations regarding functionalities, communication standards and representation
of linguistic resources being adopted as web services, which were initially put forward in the CLARIN paper. The major features of the
tools are summarized to provide starting point for discussion over interchange formats and tagsets, standards of encoding of linguistic re-
sources and linguistic data categories. Apart from concentrating on representation of linguistic annotation, very preliminary conclusions
concern technical, formal and semantic interoperability of language resources.

1. Introduction
Working Group 5.6 fulfils CLARIN mission of creating,
coordinating and making language resources and technol-
ogy available and readily useable for scholars in the hu-
manities and social sciences1 by concentrating on interop-
erability issues, mainly at the linguistic level (e.g., the prob-
lem of mapping between tagsets).
Within the Work Package 5 (Language Resources and
Technologies Exploration) the group intended to provide
the consortium with a broad overview of the LRTs avail-
able as web service chains and get an understanding of their
status. This has been achieved by studying examples of
the LRTs obtained as showcases from contributing partners
(CLARIN consortium members) and compiled into initial
summary of their status, properties, adopted standards and
individual qualities.

2. Web service showcases
The call for contribution resulted in gathering descriptions
of 8 frameworks, summarized according to the template de-
livered in the beginning of the process. On account of po-
tential grave differences among submissions, the questions
asked allowed some latitude in providing the general infor-
mation on described solutions while remaining strict about
their linguistic properties (languages covered, implemented
NLP services, web service protocols, language resource
standards and linguistic data encoding). The obtained ma-
terials were characterized by good quality and all partners
showed advanced responsiveness while presenting and clar-
ifying their solutions.
The next subsections attempt to summarize the showcases
in a concise form, providing brief information on linguistic
properties, performed functions, available web services (in

1See the CLARIN Web page, http://www.clarin.eu/.

form of WSDL2 references, wherever available) and orga-
nizations involved in their preparation.

2.1. WebLicht

WebLicht (Web Based Linguistic Chaining Tool) is a
SOA3 framework of 25 web services performing special-
ized NLP4 tasks for German, English, Italian, French and
Finnish, such as sentence border detection, tokenization,
POS5 tagging, named entity recognition, lemmatization,
constituent parsing, co-ocurrence annotation and semantic
annotation. The open architecture allows for stacking exist-
ing services into processing chains as well as incorporating
external tools and web services into existing solution.
The common representation of texts and annotations within
the WebLicht processing chain is TCF (Text Corpus For-
mat), an XML-based format supporting stand-off annota-
tion and compatible with ISO LAF6. Converters for Ne-
gra7, Paula (Dipper, 2005), MAF8 and TüBa-D/Z9 are
available; the constituent parser output is TIGER-XML10

(Mengel and Lezius, 2000), also TCF-encoded. Linguistic
data is represented by means of language-dependent tagsets

2Web Service Definition Language
3Service-Oriented Architecture
4Natural Language Processing
5Part-of-Speech
6Linguistic Annotation Framework, ISO/DIS 24612, see

http://www.tc37sc4.org/.
7See http://www.coli.uni-saarland.de/

projects/sfb378/negra-corpus/negra-corpus.
html.

8Morpho-Syntactic Annotation Framework
9Tübinger Baumbank des Deutschen / Zeitungskorpus

(Tübingen Treebank of Written German), see http://www.
sfs.uni-tuebingen.de/tuebadz.shtml.

10See http://www.ims.uni-stuttgart.de/
projekte/TIGER/TIGERCorpus/.



such as STTS11 for German or the Penn Treebank tagset
(UPenn)12 for English.
WebLicht results from cooperation of linguistic depart-
ments of major German research institutions (Berlin Bran-
denburgische Akademie der Wissenschaften, University
of Leipzig, University of Stuttgart and University of
Tübingen).

2.2. GATE Web Services

GATE (General Architecture for Text Engineering) is open
source software offering a wide range of language process-
ing functionalities to be organized in maintainable work-
flows. Initially offered as plugins for the downloadable
architecture, GATE subsystems are being gradually trans-
formed into web services with information extraction (to-
kenizer, sentence splitter, POS tagger, named entity recog-
niser and classifier), phrase chunking, lemmatization and
POS tagging tools leading the way.
Input data for the services may be encoded in a variety
of text formats (plain text, HTML, SGML/XML, RTF/MS
Word, PDF). The output is SynAF13 (for noun/verb phrase
chunker) and MAF-compliant XML (for lemmatizer and
English/Bulgarian/Dutch POS taggers). Linguistic data are
categorized by means of Penn Treebank tags.
GATE Web Services have been developed by the GATE
group14 at the University of Sheffield, UK.

2.3. IULA Web Services

The IULA Web Services family (Vivaldi Palatresi, 2009;
Bel et al., 2006; Atserias et al., 2006; Villegas et al., 2009)
allows for uploading and indexing text corpora to perform
statistical queries (such as calculation of several lexicomet-
ric measures, word co-occurrences, relevance, distribution,
extract and group concordances etc.) and various NLP tasks
(e.g., tokenization, sentence splitting, morphological anal-
ysis, named entity detection and classification, POS tag-
ging, chart-based shallow parsing, rule-based dependency
parsing, nominal correference resolution or WordNet-based
sense annotation and disambiguation), also in a chained
manner. All services are available for English and Span-
ish, some of them (Freeling16) also for Catalan, Galician,
Italian, Welsh, Portuguese and Asturian.
Input format for statistical processing is plain text
while corpus analysis of annotated text requires EA-
GLES17/PAROLE18 compliance. AAILE web service (Au-
tomatic Acquisition of Lexical Information by extracting

11Stuttgart-Tübingen Tagset, see http://www.ims.
uni-stuttgart.de/projekte/corplex/TagSets/
stts-table.html.

12See http://www.cis.upenn.edu/˜treebank/.
13Syntactic Annotation Framework, see http://www.

tc37sc4.org/new_doc/ISO_TC37_4_N244_SynAF_
WD_draft.pdf.

14See http://www.gate.ac.uk/.
16See http://www.lsi.upc.edu/˜nlp/freeling/.
17Expert Advisory Group on Language Engineering Standards,

see http://www.ilc.cnr.it/EAGLES96/home.html.
18See http://www.elda.org/catalogue/en/

text/doc/parole.html.

syntactic patterns and contexts of concordances in a cor-
pus) employs IULA tagsets for Spanish19 and English20.
The Web Services are maintained by Institut Universitari de
Lingüı́stica Aplicada at University Pompeu Fabra (IULA-
UPF) in Barcelona, Spain.

2.4. ILSP Text Processing Chain

The main tools integrated by ILSP TPC are tokenizer and
sentence splitter, POS tagger, lemmatizer, chunker and de-
pendency parser.
All processing tools from the chain generate annotations
compatible with UIMA annotation type system, an exten-
sion of JULIE Lab annotation scheme21. The services can
also export results to other structured formats, e.g., GATE
XML or XCES22 (Ide et al., 2000). POS information is
represented using PAROLE-compatible tagset, while de-
pendency relations are described using Prague Dependency
Treebank syntax.
The tools are provided by Institute for Language and
Speech Processing (ILSP) from Athens, Greece. For more
information see (Papageorgiou et al., 2002; Prokopidis and
Georgantopoulos, 2010).

2.5. RACAI Services

The RACAI framework offers multiple linguistic tools for
language identification (all EU languages), tokenization,
tagging and lemmatization (TTL service, also containing
remote procedures for sentence splitting and chunking), de-
pendency parsing or wordnet browsing (remaining tools for
Romanian and English).
Along with several proprietary formats, the tools encode re-
sults in XCES format. Lexical tagsets used is MULTEXT-
EAST23-compliant (Erjavec, 2004; Tufiş, 2000).
The services are maintained by Research Institute for
Artificial Intelligence, Romanian Academy of Sciences
(RACAI), Bucharest, Romania.

2.6. WS-LexicalPlatform

The platform provides web service interface to the Italian
SIMPLE lexicon, assisting in retrieving information con-
cerning phonology, morphology, syntax and semantics.
The interchange data format is LMF24 with ISO DCR25-
mappable data categories basing on EAGLES-ISLE26 (to
be promoted to the future ISO standardization of data cate-
gories and, therefore, ISOCat).

19See http://www.iula.upf.edu/corpus/
etqfrmes.htm.

20See http://www.iula.upf.edu/corpus/etquk.
htm.

21See http://www.julielab.de/JULIE_Lab.html.
22XML Corpus Encoding Standard
23Multilingual Text Tools and Corpora for Central and Eastern

European Languages, see http://nl.ijs.si/ME/.
24Lexical Markup Framework
25ISO 12620, Data Category Registry, see http://www.

isocat.org/.
26International Standard for Language Engineering, see http:

//www.mpi.nl/ISLE/.
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WebLicht • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
GATE • • • • • •
IULA • • • • • • • • • • • •
ILSP • • • • •
RACAI • • • • • • • •
WS-LexPl •
LXService • • •
WROCUT/ICS PAS • • • • • • • • • •

Table 1: LRT functionality available in reviewed frameworks

The services are provided by Consiglio Nazionale delle
Ricerche, Istituto di Linguistica Computazionale (CNR-
ILC), Pisa, Italy.

2.7. LXService
The web service offers chunking, tokenization (Branco and
Silva, 2003) and tagging (Branco and Silva, 2004; Silva,
2007) functionality for Portuguese. More tools, such as
morphological analyser (Branco and Silva, 2006; Nunes,
2007; Martins, 2008) or parser (Silva et al., 2010) are being
currently integrated. Proprietary formats are used both for
encoding resources and linguistic data categories.
The body responsible for the services is University of Lis-
bon, Department of Informatics, Natural Language and
Speech Group (NLX), Lisbon, Portugal. For more infor-
mation see (Branco et al., 2008).

2.8. WROCUT/ICS PAS services
The tool set (language independent, although currently
used with a grammar and tagset for Polish) comprise
a tagger (Piasecki and Godlewski, 2006), a lemmatizer,
tokenizer and morphologic analyser (Woliński, 2006), a
shallow parser and disambiguation tool (Buczyński and
Przepiórkowski, 2009), as well as an automatic harvester
of lexical semantic relations from corpora for Polish and
English (Broda and Piasecki, 2008; Piasecki et al., 2009).
Resources are represented is XCES and Wordnet-LMF
(Aliprandi et al., 2009), while linguistic data is encoded
using proprietary (currently de facto standard for Polish)
ICS PAS tagset (Przepiórkowski and Woliński, 2003)27 and
CLAWS5 (British National Corpus tagset).

27A slightly modified version of the tagset (Przepiórkowski,
2009) is used in the National Corpus of Polish (http://nkjp.
pl/) and defined in ISOcat as a public data category set “NKJP”

The services are the result of co-operation between Institute
of Informatics, Wrocław University of Technology (WRO-
CUT) and Institute of Computer Science, Polish Academy
of Sciences (ICS PAS), Warsaw, Poland.

3. Summary of linguistic properties
3.1. NLP-specific functions
Table 1 presents the scope of LRT functionalities offered by
the reviewed frameworks. The most complex web service-
enabled processing chains seem to provide the widest lin-
guistic coverage which obviously results from their back-
ground — due to increasing popularity of the remote ser-
vice approach, existing tools are often being converted into
web services. This tendency should be considered a good
sign for small-size providers of linguistic material and ser-
vices since their individual tools may effectively compete
in the global network with their large-scale equivalents.

3.2. Encoding of linguistic resources
Table 2 presents the encoding formats of reviewed services.
The first observation is that no common input/output format
can be distinguished, neither any format is clearly standing
out. The lowest common denominator for all reviewed for-
mats seems to be XML — even the tools using text pro-
prietary formats are, to some extent, XML-compatible or
use XML as a variant representation (e.g., RACAI Ser-
vices use internal Tab-separated SGML format along with
XCES-encoded output).
Another dimension while evaluating formats is ,,standard
or proprietary”, with similar findings: proprietary formats
tend to exist along with established standards or even grad-
ually become standards, on local or multinational level.

(cf. http://www.isocat.org/interface/).
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GATE • • •
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ILSP • •
RACAI • • • •
WS-LexPl •
LXService • •
WROCUT/ICS PAS • •

Table 2: Output formats of reviewed services
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WebLicht • •
GATE •
IULA •
ILSP • •
RACAI •
WS-LexPl •
LXService •
WROCUT/ICS PAS • •

Table 3: Tagsets used to encode linguistic annotation

WebLicht TCF is a good example here: being proprietary, it
retains compatibility with ISO LAF/LMF/MAF standards.
In many cases proprietary extensions of recognized for-
mats can supplement them with project-specific proper-
ties which makes the border between standard and non-
standard even more vague. The need for compatibility is

(and should be) in such cases satisfied by providing con-
verters between internal and widely accepted formats (such
as TCF-to-PAULA and MAF formats for WebLicht).



3.3. Linguistic data categories

Table 3 presents tagsets used by reviewed services for rep-
resenting linguistic data categories. Similarly to the pre-
vious section, the border between standard and proprietary
seems flexible. Some tagsets (such as STTS for German or
ICS PAS tagset for Polish), while being non-standard, i.e.,
not recognized worldwide or approved by official standards
development organization, are universally used for cer-
tain languages or constitute regional norms. Regardless of
the process of emerging new standards-to-be, the tendency
to normalize is noticeable since most frameworks tend to
adopt well-known tagsets, either exclusively or along with
their private formats.

4. Preliminary findings
Before making any generalizations it is worth to point out
that neither the overview of text processing chains and
web services in the LRT area, nor the initial findings were
planned as an exhaustive summary, rather a study of usage
scenarios including chains of operation.
Firstly, the presence of such a broad spectrum of differ-
ent standards, both for encoding of linguistic resources and
annotation categories, shows that the unification process is
still in its beginnings. The reasons behind such condition do
not seem to be the underestimation of the necessity of using
widely-accepted standards by NLP community, but rather
high costs of conversion of proprietary formats and prepara-
tion of mapping tools or, probably, the lack of linguistically
mature interchange models. The role of such projects as
CLARIN and FLaReNet28 to create and endorse standards
is therefore highly significant. In the long run, the concept
of data conversion to impose formats and data categories
loses the contest with a vision of ensuring compliance of
current representation with some, preferably ISO-related,
encoding standard. This scenario is universally adopted by
most reviewed environments and remains compatible with
CLARIN goals.

4.1. Interoperability issues

In general, interoperability of language resources can be
discussed on three major levels: technical, syntactic and se-
mantic. Technical interoperability, regarding e.g., web ser-
vice protocols, is hardly of any concern here and has been
adressed in (CLARIN deliverable D2R-6b, 2009). Formal
interoperability, obtained by standardizing data exchange
format and common language resource data model is al-
ready attainable with XML-based interchange formats fol-
lowing official representation standards. Semantic interop-
erability issue is still open, but appears to be solvable by
providing formal mapping of proprietary categories to stan-
dard classes (such as those of ISOCat).

4.2. Linguistic standards

As stated above, the use of different representation stan-
dards is not discouraged and therefore the adoption of gen-
eral metamodels seems the most appropriate solution for

28Fostering Language Resources Network; see http://www.
flarenet.eu/.

accommodating many encoding conventions. However, un-
ambiguous unifying procedures (such as examples and best
practices of how to convert, for instance, Penn Treebank-
style representation into LAF) are necessary to ensure real
interoperability between standards.

Practical assessment of methods and formats seems also
necessary to strike a balance between permissiveness and
constriction to enable accurate, yet flexible representation.
Until then, a wider range of standards may be used to
achieve better precision of linguistic description.

5. Closing notes
More and more linguistic processing chains are being avail-
able as web services and, however it will still be a long time
before the new interfaces reach the quality of separate tools,
the need of making their advanced functionalities available
according to popular web service protocols is clearly visi-
ble and several renowned frameworks (such as the one of
DFKI) are currently being amended with or ported to web
service frameworks (as for DFKI, it is planned to be com-
pleted before the end of 2010).

The investigation of a growing network of linguistic tools
available as services is therefore being continually under-
way, along with research and development in the closely
related area of linguistic data interchange. As a result,
the initial CLARIN document will be followed by an ex-
tended version containing final conclusions on the subject
of harmonized access to resources via published interfaces
to enable the interoperable domain. This deliverable will
be available in the beginning of 2011.
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